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Qt. (u)

(b)

Let A ! C be an open set and 1et f : ,4 - C Define what is meant

by I being analytic at z6 e A. I2o]

Lei A e C be an open set and let J : A ' C be differentiable

ut som" zn : .ro + ilJo e A. 1l JQ) : u(t,a) + io(lr,g) ther
prove that the paxtial derivatives of u(2,9) and t'(e,9) s'rtisfu the

Cauchy-Riemann equations

Du

3n

al zo: to + i'ga.

(c) (i) Define whai is meant by the function h : lR'- lR being har-

monic. llol
(ii) Suppose that the function F(z) : u(z y)+ia@,p) is doalvtic

in a <lornaio D Shorv that the functions z(c, g) and u(2, y)

du Du 0u

Aa' Du dt'

a e ha,rmonic in D.

I50l

I20l



42. (.) (t Define what is meant by a path.7 : la, Bl -,., A.
(ii) Forapath? and a coqtinuous function l:1+ e,

[., f @a".
(b) Let a e C, r > 0, a.nd n € Z. Show that

I t, ot'a"-[0 41 )'
Jcto: rt [za;. n - -I

where C(a: r) denotes a positively oriented citcle with ceotre o and

l10l
defiae

[10]

By using the Cauchy's Integral Formula compute the following
integrals:

O [ ,"''. dr,
Jc@.4 Irt - zz

ot) f,r,r7j*r*'
Q3. (a) State the Mean Value property for Anatytic Functions. 110]

(b) (i) Define what is meant by the tunction / : C + C being entire.

(ii) Prove Liouville's Theorem: ft I iu 
"rrtir" 

*ra frourra"a 113]l

radius r.
(State any results you use without proof).

(c) Statethe Cauchy,s Integral Formula.

f is constant.

130l

l20l

[15]

tisl

I30l

(State any results you use without proof).

Suppose that the function J (z) : u(:r,y)4rit,(c,3r) is ana\,tic
everyuherc in lhe fr-pldne and u(J. y) bounded for all r-r,?)
in thexg plane. Prove thai r{.r.gl isconstant throughour theplane. 

[101
(c) Prove the Maximum-Modulus Theorm: Let / be ana\,tic in

an open connected set ,4. Let ,y be a simple closed path that is



contained, together with its inside, h,4. Let

' ,M := sup l(z)1.

Ifthere exists zo inside 7 such that lf(26)l : M, theo / is constant

thloughout A. Consequently, if / is not comta,nt in '4, then

IJQ)I < M V z inside 'Y.

(State any theorem you use without proof)

Let6>0andlet f: D.(a16) '-+ C, where

D- (26;6) :: {z : O < lz - aJ < d}. Define what is meant bv

(i) / having a singularitY at .?o;

(ii) the order ol J at' zn;

(iii) / having a pole or zeto at zo of order m;

(iv) / having a simple pole or simple zero at 26. l4O]

Prove that

if and only if
ord(/;zq) : m

!(z) : (z - zs) s(z), Y z e D'(26;6),

for some d > 0, where g is analytic in D(zq; d) :: lz : lz - al < 6j
and 9(zo) I 0.

[40]

Prove that if I has a simple pole at z6' then

Res(l;ze) : t\m (z - zo)f (zo).

[40]

[20]



Q5. Let /_ be ana]ytic in {z : lm(z) / 0}, except posoibly for finitely many
singularities, none on the real axis. Suppose there exist M. _e > 0 and
o>i"uchrhal

MU(.'r:; l:l )B with Imrr.7 ) 0.
t.

Then prove that

r.- [* 1g1a,J-
converges (exists) and

1 : 2nrt x Surn of Residues of I in the upper half plane.

Hence evaluate the integrar 
[60l

/ 'os J
J--'u t'ot

[40]
(You may a.ssume without proo{ the Resitlue Theoerem).

Q6. (a) State the Argument Theorem. I20]
(b) Prove Rouche,s Theorem: Let,7 be a simple closed path in an

opetr staxset 4. Srppose that
(i) f,g ate analytic in,4 except for finitely many poles, none

lying on .y.

(ii) / and f * 9 have finitely many zeros in ,4.
(iii) le(z)l <lfQ)|, 

" € 7. rhen

zp(I + s;^/): zp(f ;t)
wherc 2 P(f -l g;7) arrd Z p(f ;1) denot€ the number of
zeros number of poles inside 1 ol f + O and f respectively,
where each is coutted as many times as it6 ofiier. I40j

(c) State the Fbndamental theorem of Algebra. l2}l
(d) Prove that the equation R(z):26at"t q6:0lias exactly one

root ia the ieft hatf plane. 
t20]


